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Vaccine exemptions !!

I have 7  grandchildren and have worked in naturopathic issues and holistic health for 50 years of parenting and
grandparenting in Portland Oregon to protect my family and their children!

I also own a medical electronics company and
work with allopathic doctors! It is very clear that the toxicity and proliferation of pharmaceuticals/recreational
drugs/legal drugs have impacted the health of my grandchildren and this generation of adults far more in the 21st
century (autism/cancer/ Alzheimer’s/addiction) than 70 years ago when I was a child in Oregon 1950s and these
toxins did not exist either at all or in minuscule amounts!

Now you are proposing a bill that would require  that all children/federal workers/healthcare employees etc are
required to literally invest these toxins as Mandated by the state of Oregon!!!? The 60 vaccines that you would be
requiring  that my grandchildren take over their lifetimes//versus the 7 to 9 that my children were required to take in
the 1980s!

This is Unconscionable! The air, water, earth of this planet is so polluted that the addition of any toxins will create
new classes of illnesses/injury/death to all of these very vulnerable children/adults who are and have already been
exposed to endless toxins daily!! Their immune systems simply will Not be capable of fighting this!

It is astonishing that in concert, our personal freedoms of choice and  would also even be capable of being removed!

How could this happen in a democracy where freedom of choice is an inaliable right! I have also been very active in
politics as a Democrat/environmentalist/women’s rights advocate in Oregon For 55 years in Portland and 5 years
under grad and grad school at the University of Oregon!

I Will work on Opposing this all of the way to the Supreme Court!!!  I am prepared to put my busy life of
work/caring for grandchildren on hold to oppose this concept and its implementation!!

If Big Pharma has its way-your fast track bill will win in a heartbeat!! Please please think carefully about the
damage that you are doing to the citizens of Oregon that have lived in this state for
Generations and for all of the new transplants that are here for it’s beauty/freedoms/integrity!

You are Not protecting our families—you are going to destroy them and bring us all to our knees!! The rest of the
world is horrified (Europe) that we would even entertain the thought of destroying our future—-the next generation!

Thank you

Robin H Nicol
West Linn Oregon
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